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Introduction

Since SEERS Medical was founded in 2008, the company has always offered some basic chairs and stools to complement its 
range of medical furniture. Due to the increasing demand from customers to provide a complete range of clinical and patient 
seating, SEERS has developed a dedicated medical seating range to meet these growing requirements. In this brochure SEERS 
presents many new designs as well as a number of other complementary medical seating products that we distribute, providing 
a varied choice of models and options for various medical procedures and examinations. 

The development of these products has been achieved by applying our many years of experience and knowledge in this market. 
Much thought has been given to the design, to benefit both the comfort and security of the patients as well as providing manual 
handling solutions which promote good posture and ergonomics to all clinical staff when they are using this equipment. With the 
management and control of our own assembly line at our premises in Debenham, Suffolk in the UK, our couches comply to the CE 
medical devices directive 93/42/EEC, ensuring we supply high quality products every time, with short lead times to meet the tightest 
of deadlines. We trust you will experience this yourself when you purchase a SEERS Medical product. 

SEERS Medical are ISO 14001 and ISO 13485:2016 accredited. 

Anti-microbial  
vinyl upholstery

Crib 5 Fire  
retardant upholstery

Anti
Microbial

Crib 5

Complies with EC
Directive 93/42/EEC

Technical Information

The SEERS Medical Seating range includes a wide variety of ergonomically designed chairs and stools designed for clinicians, 
surgeons, therapists and more. All SEERS Seats are manufactured in Debenham, Suffolk and are individually inspected before 
being packed. This range complements the existing SEERS Clinical & Therapy Ranges, providing comfort and support to the 
person performing procedures. The collection of seats caters for a large variety of healthcare environments, including hospitals, 
general practices and therapy clinics.

“Excellent service & great products”
– Sandra

Here’s what some of our customers think...

“No backache since purchasing 
one of your chairs”
– Michael

“High quality & durable equipment”
– Cynthia

“Great products with a 
reliable and friendly service”
– Martina

Intelligent  
Ergonomic DesignsErgo Seat
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Proximity Stools

 
This stool is intelligently designed to have one flat side, allowing the clinician to get in close proximity to the patient 
during a procedure. The stool is available in both standard and chrome bases, both with an excellent height range of 55-
81cm. Included as standard with SEERS Echocardiography Couches.

150Kg 

Models 
MC6105 Proximity Stool with black standard  
  base and glides 

Model MC6105  
Colour Sky Blue

Crib 5 Keyhole Shaped Stool

An intelligently & ergonomically designed stool for use in a multitude of healthcare applications - from dental practices 
to tattoo studios. With a 150kg safe working load, the stool is suitable for a range of users and is guaranteed for 5 years.

Models 
ST6109  Keyhole Shaped Stool - Standard Model

Model ST6109 
Colour Cream

150Kg 
Crib 5

Anti
Microbial

Anti
Microbial

MC6105
55cm to 81cm

29

36

Available Upholstery Colours:Available Upholstery Colours:

ST6109
45cm to 59cm
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Economy Dual Curve Stool

 
The dual curve medical stools feature an ergonomically designed seat pad, the curvature and static tilt of the seat 
encourages pelvic tilt, prevents slouching and promotes positive posture. An ideal suturing stool for clinical environments 
such as Delivery Suites, Theatres and A&E Departments, where the clinician is required to work in close proximity to the 
patient during these procedures. 

150Kg 

Models 
ST6168  Dual Curve Medical Stool 

Model ST6168  
Colour Sky Blue

Crib 5 Ergonomic Dual Curve Stools

The dual curve medical stools feature an ergonomically designed seat pad, the curvature and static tilt of the seat 
encourages pelvic tilt, prevents slouching and promotes positive posture. An ideal suturing stool for clinical environments 
such as Delivery Suites, Theatres and A&E Departments, where the clinician is required to work in close proximity to the 
patient during these procedures. The foot height control option provides hands free height adjustment during these 
procedures.

Model MC6169 with 6174 Foot Height Control  
Colour Diabolo Tilleul 

Colour available at additional cost

Models 
MC6168 Dual curve medical stool - standard model  
MC6169 Dual curve medical stool - high model   
  Foot support ring fitted as standard.

All round height adjustment ring

Model MC6168 
Colour Diabolo Tilleul 

Colour available at additional cost

150Kg 
Crib 5

Anti
Microbial Ergo Seat

Anti
Microbial

MC6168
45cm to 59cm

MC6169
54cm to 74cm

40

40

Available Upholstery Colours:Available Upholstery Colours:

Model ST6168  
Colour Dark Blue

6

ST6168
45cm to 59cm

40

40



Available Upholstery Colours:Available Upholstery Colours:

Models 
MC6164 Round medical stool - standard model 
MC6165 Round medical stool - high model
  Foot support ring fitted as standard.

Round Medical Stools

The clinical stool range has been designed to offer the clinician a variety of seat options, promoting optimum posture 
during various procedures. The stools are suitable for use in a wide range of clinical environments. The standard model 
provides a height range of 45cm to 59cm and the high model provides a height range of 54cm to 74cm. High models are 
supplied with an adjustable foot support ring as standard. The foot height control options provides hands free height 
adjustment. 

Model MC6165 with 6174 Foot Height Control 
Colour Diabolo Mandarine 

Colour available at additional cost

98

All round height adjustment ring, fully 
upholstered under side for ease of cleaning

150Kg 
Crib 5

Foot height control option available

Models 
MC6166 Square medical stool - standard model
MC6167 Square medical stool - high model
  Foot support ring fitted as standard.

Square Medical Stools

These models provide the clinician with the option of a square seat pad promoting positive posture by allowing the legs 
to fall on either side of the seat corners, thus enabling the clinician to work in close proximity to the patient during an 
examination or procedure.

Model MC6166 
Colour Diabolo Oriflamme 

Colour available at additional cost

Model MC6167 
Colour Diabolo Oriflamme 

Colour available at additional cost

150Kg 
Crib 5

Anti
Microbial

Anti
Microbial

Model MC6164 
Colour Diabolo Mandarine 

Colour available at additional cost

MC6164
45cm to 59cm

MC6165
54cm to 74cm

40

40

MC6166
45cm to 59cm

MC6167
54cm to 74cm

42

42
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Models 
MC6107 
 

Deluxe saddle chair - standard model 

Deluxe Saddle Chairs

The Deluxe Saddle Chairs are commonly used in Sonography, Dentistry and Surgical environments. The ergonomic design 
promotes positive posture by encouraging pelvic tilt whilst the user straddles the stool with both feet firmly on the floor 
and body weight is distributed through the thighs. The 2 lever mechanism operates and adjusts the seat height 
and tilt. All models feature a polished aluminium five star base and castors, with option of foot height control. 

Ergonomic Saddle Stools

The ergonomic saddle stools have a similar design to the deluxe saddle chairs, designed to encourage positive posture 
throughout seated procedures. The 2 lever mechanism operation provides independent adjustment for the seat height 
and tilt. All models feature a polished aluminium five star base and castors. 

Model MC6145 
with Foot Support Ring 
Colour Lotus Green

Models 
MC6144 Saddle stool - standard model 
MC6145 Saddle stool - high model 

Foot support ring fitted as standard.

150Kg 
Crib 5

150Kg 
Crib 5

Anti
Microbial

Anti
MicrobialErgo SeatErgo Seat

Model MC6144  
Colour Lotus GreenModel MC6107  

Colour Dark BlueHigh quality upholstery finish

-5˚
MC6107

48cm to 59cm

0˚

43

33

-5˚

0˚

MC6144
45cm to 59cm

MC6145
54cm to 74cm

33

43

Available Upholstery Colours:Available Upholstery Colours:
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Models 
ST6144  Economy Saddle Stool 

Economy Saddle Stool

The economy saddle stool ensures comfortable posture for therapists and clinicians during procedures. The curved seat 
pad design provides a similar ergonomic seated position to the general saddle stool. The lever mechanism operation 
provides adjustment for the seat height. All models feature a black plastic base, gas lift and castors. 

Economy Sonographers Chair

The economy sonographers chair features an ergonomically designed seat pad. The chair has a safe working load of 
150kg and comes with a 5 year warranty. The height and backrest are adjustable via the levers under the seat.

Models 
ST6140  Economy Sonographers Chair

150Kg 
Crib 5

150Kg 
Crib 5

Anti
Microbial

Anti
Microbial

Model ST6140  
Colour Black

Model ST6144  
Colour Sky Blue

Available Upholstery Colours:Available Upholstery Colours:

ST6140
45cm to 59cm

Seat Pad

40

40

-10˚

+10˚

Ergonomic Seat Design

Model ST6144  
Colour Light Grey

ST6144
45cm to 59cm

33

43



Available 
Upholstery 
Colours:

1514

Fully upholstered backrest and seat pad  
for ease of cleaning

Surgeons & Sonographers Chair

The surgeons and sonographers chairs feature an ergonomically designed seat pad and smaller backrest that will not 
impede the movement of the arm during scans and procedures. The curvature design and seat pad adjustment encourages 
pelvic tilt, prevents slouching and promotes positive posture. The chair is standard with a small, compact base to reduce 
trip hazards and features a wipe clean upholstered underside.

Model MC6159  
Shown with 6174 foot height control and 6175 armrests 

Colour Diabolo Oriflamme 
Colour available at additional cost

Model MC6159 
Colour Diabolo Oriflamme 

Colour available at additional cost

Features
• Wide choice of models available 
• Ergonomically designed seat 
• Compact backrest for improved scanning procedures
• Seat and backrest upholstered on both sides
• Weight capacity and safe working load of 150Kg
• Anti-bacterial and waterproof vinyl upholstery 
• Restraint castors fitted as standard
• Choice of Standard or Standard+ upholstery colours

Models 
MC6158 Surgeons chair - standard model 
MC6159 Surgeons chair - high model    
  Foot support ring fitted as standard

Optional Accessories
6178 Anti-static castors  
6455  Load locking castors 
6172 Manual locking castors 
6173 Glides for added stability on high models 
6175 Height adjustable armrests 
6174 Foot height control operation 
6176 Foot support ring for standard model

150Kg 
Crib 5Ergo Seat

Model MC6158 
Colour Diabolo Oriflamme 

Colour available at additional cost

Anti
Microbial

MC6158
45cm to 59cm

MC6159
54cm to 74cm

Backrest Seat Pad

25

38

40

40
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Operators Stools

A general operators stool with anti-microbial vinyl, ideal for a multitude of medical and clinical environments. Available in 
both Standard & High models. The high model features a foot support ring as standard.

Models 
ST6103  Standard Operators Stool
ST6104  High Operators Stool with Foot Support   
  Ring & Glides

Model ST6103 
Colour Dark Blue

Model ST6104 
Colour Dark Grey

150Kg 
Crib 5

Anti
Microbial

MC7212
45cm to 59cm

MC7213
54cm to 74cm

-10˚

+10˚

40

43

Available Upholstery Colours:Available Upholstery Colours:

Contoured Medical Chair

A versatile chair with a contoured seat pad and raised front to promote positive posture whilst seated. The 3 lever  
mechanism provides independent positioning of the backrest angle, seat pad tilt and chair height. The contoured  
backrest is ergonomically designed to provide lumbar support for the operator and has the option of foot height control.

Models 
MC7212 Contoured medical chair - standard model
MC7213 Contoured medical chair - high model  
  Foot support ring fitted as standard

Model MC7213  
Shown with optional foot height controlModel MC7212

150Kg 
Crib 5

Anti
MicrobialErgo Seat

New Easy Clean Upholstery System to  
maximise infection prevention

ST6103
45cm to 59cm

ST6104
54cm to 74cm

40

40
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Operators Chairs

A general operators chair with anti-microbial vinyl, ideal for a multitude of medical and clinical environments. Included 
with Medicare Deluxe Gynaecology Couch & various Clinical Packages.

Models 
ST6100  Standard Operators Chair
ST6101  High Operators Chair with Foot Support   
  Ring & Glides

Premium Operators Chair

The premium operators chair features anti-microbial vinyl, ideal for a wide range of clinical environments. The 3 Lever 
Mechanism allows the user to find their desired height, backrest angle and pelvic tilt, encouraging posture and ensuring 
comfort.

Models 
ST6150  Premium Operators Chair - Standard
ST6151  Premium Operators Chair - High

Model ST6101  
Colour Dark Blue

150Kg 
Crib 5

150Kg 
Crib 5

Anti
Microbial

Anti
Microbial

Model ST6100  
Colour Light Grey

ST6100
45cm to 59cm

ST6101
54cm to 74cm

46

49

Available Upholstery Colours:Available Upholstery Colours:

3 Lever Mechanism to adjust height, 
backrest and pelvic tilt

Model ST6150 
Colour Dark Grey

ST6150
48cm to 60cm

ST6151
54cm to 74cm

46

49



Available 
Upholstery 
Colours:

General Medical Chairs

Suitable for a wide range of medical procedures, these chairs provide comfort and support for clinicians sitting for long 
periods. The deep padded round seat features a pressure reducing foam membrane and in combination with the fully 
adjustable backrest, promotes good posture and comfort. There  is  a  choice  of  standard  or  high  models, with  high  
models  also  featuring  a  Foot  Support  Ring  as  standard.

2120

Features
• Deep padded seat with pressure reducing foam 
• Suitable for long periods of sitting
• Weight capacity and safe working load of 150Kg
• Wide choice of models available
• Anti-bacterial and waterproof vinyl upholstery 
• Restraint castors fitted as standard
• Choice of Standard or Standard+ upholstery colours

Model MC6178  
Colour Diabolo Cobalt 

Colour available at additional cost

Model MC6179  
Shown with optional height adjustable armrests 

Colour Diabolo Cobalt

Models 
MC6178 Round medical chair - standard model 
MC6179 Round medical chair - high model   
  Foot support ring fitted as standard

Optional Accessories
6178 Anti-static castors  
6455  Load locking castors 
6172 Manual locking castors 
6173 Glides for added stability on high models 
6175 Height adjustable armrests 
6174 Foot height control operation 
6176 Foot support ring for standard model

150Kg 
Crib 5

Anti
MicrobialErgo Seat

Model MC6179  
Shown with optional foot height control

MC6178
45cm to 59cm

MC6179
54cm to 74cm

-10˚

+10˚
Backrest

25

38

Seat Pad

40

40
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Optional Accessories
6178 Anti-static castors 
6455 Load locking castors 
6172 Manual locking castors 
6173 Glides for added stability on high models 
6175 Height adjustable armrests 
6174 Foot height control operation 
6176 Foot support ring for standard model

Features
• Designed for laboratories and cold rooms
• Hard wearing chemical resistant polyurethane (PU)
• Unique design improves ergonomic posture
• Wide choice of models available
• Restraint castors fitted on all models as standard

Model MC6113

Model MC6115

Model MC6111

Models 
MC6111 Lab chair - standard model
MC6112 Lab stool - standard model
MC6113 Lab saddle stool - standard model
MC6114 Lab chair with foot support ring
MC6115 Lab stool with foot support ring
MC6116 Lab saddle stool with foot support ring

Laboratory Chairs & Stools

Designed for use within laboratories or clean room environments. Backrests and seat pads are all manufactured using 
hard wearing chemical resistant polyurethane. All chairs and stools are height adjustable and can be fitted with optional 
foot height control and a wide choice of castors.

Model MC6114

150Kg 
Chemical
Resistant

Anti
Microbial

MC6112 
43cm to 57cm

MC6115 
52cm to 72cm

MC6111 
43cm to 57cm

MC6114 
52cm to 72cm

-5˚

0˚

MC6113 
41cm to 55cm

MC6116 
52cm to 72cm



Available 
Upholstery 
Colours:

Multi Procedures Stool & Chair 

Ideally suited for Operating Suites, Ultrasound, Dentistry and Ophthalmic Departments. The 360˚ swing around arm 
provides the clinician with an armrest or torso support, using a single movement and offering additional stability during 
procedures. The ratchet system allows the armrest to be adjusted towards or away from the clinician, providing the user 
with a variety of options for different procedures. The height of the arm can also be adjusted, ideal if it is being used to 
support the torso. The backrest models provide additional support and comfort. All models are available with a foot 
height control as an option.

Models 
MC6160 Chair with backrest - standard model 
MC6161 Chair with backrest - high model
  Foot support ring fitted as standard

MC6162 Stool - standard model
MC6163 Stool - high model
  Foot support ring fitted as standard

2524

Fully adjustable 360° swing 
around arm fitted as standard 

on all models

150Kg 
Crib 5Ergo Seat

Anti
Microbial Features

• Wide Choice of Models Available
• Intelligent & Ergonomic Design
• 360° Swing around arm fitted on all models and can be 

used as a backrest or armrest
• Safe Working Load of 150kg
• Upholstery vinyl is Anti-Bacterial, Fireproof to Crib 5 

and Waterproof
• Glides (Static Feet) fitted as standard
• Available in a wide range of colours
• Choice of Standard or Standard+ upholstery colours

Foot Support Ring fitted as standard on 
Models MC6161 & MC6163

Optional Accessories
6178 Anti-static castors  
6455  Load locking castors 
6172 Manual locking castors 
6173 Glides for added stability on high models 
6174 Foot height control operation 
6176 Foot support ring for standard model

Model MC6163 
Colour Diabolo Cobalt 

Colour available at additional cost

Model MC6161 
Colour Diabolo Cobalt 

Colour available at additional cost

MC6160
45cm to 59cm

MC6161
54cm to 74cm

MC6162
45cm to 59cm

MC6163
54cm to 74cm

40

40



Ophthalmology Chair 

The chair has a low seat height for patient mount and dismount and the hydraulic height adjustment enables the clinician
to alter the position of the seated patient to the desired height before carrying out procedures and examinations. The 
arms provide maximum support for the patient as they mount and dismount the chair. The headrest is able to adjust in 
height and angle for optimum comfort and positioning.

2726

Models 
MC6172 Ophthalmology Chair - Hydraulic

Model MC6172  
Colour Sky Blue

Fully adjustable headrest

Phlebotomy Chair

The hydraulic height adjustable phlebotomy chair enables the operator to easily and accurately position the patient 
for blood sampling procedures. The chair is a compact and space saving alternative to electrically operated chairs and 
couches. Supplied with a sturdy base on glides (static feet) to ensure the patient is secure. Integral arm supports are fitted 
as standard to assist the patient in mounting and dismounting the chair. The chair has a height range of 50cm to 64cm. 
These models are available with a choice of single or dual phlebotomy armrests.

Models 
MC6154 Hydraulic phlebotomy chair
  with single adjustable armrest.
MC6155 Hydraulic phlebotomy chair
  with dual adjustable armrests.

Fully adjustable 
moulded arm supports

Model MC6155 
Colour Dark Blue

150Kg 
Crib 5Ergo Seat

Anti
Microbial150Kg 

Crib 5Ergo Seat
Anti

Microbial

MC6172
50cm to 64cm

46

49

MC6154
50cm to 64cm

MC6155
50cm to 64cm

46

49

Available Upholstery Colours:Available Upholstery Colours:
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Optional Accessories

6174
Foot height control (FHC) 
enables the height to be 
altered via foot operations as 
opposed to hand operation

6176 
Foot support ring (Fitted as 
standard on high models). 
Not to be used with Model 
6174 Foot height control.

6173 
Glides (also know as static feet) 
enable the chair or stool to be 
kept in a fixed position at all 
times.

6178
A set of anti-static castors.

6455
Load locking castors 
automatically lock when 
weight is applied to the  
chair or stool.

6172
Manual locking castors 
provide the user with the 
option to manually lock each 
castor.

6348
Fold-back armrests provide 
flexibility and enables the user 
to fold the arms down to 90˚ 
for convenience.

If you have any queries on any of the optional accessories listed above please contact us for further details. Please note some of the 
accessories are supplied as standard with specific chairs so please ensure you check before purchasing your chosen product as all 
other options come at an additional cost.

6175
Height adjustable armrests 
with black swivel pads 
provide comfort for the user.

Abrasion 

Anti
Bacterial

Crib 5

Dark Blue

Mundial Standard Range
 
 
A range of globally popular, hard-wearing vinyl colours that will retain performance for many years. Abrasion Resistance 
to 150,000 cycles. Available as standard on all upholstered couches and seating products.

Mundial Standard+ Range*
 
A selection of unique coloured, hard-wearing vinyl colours that will retain performance for many years. Abrasion 
Resistance to 150,000 cycles. 
* Available at an additional cost for all Ergonomic Seating models, excluding Lab/PU Seating.

Please Note: The illustrated vinyl colours may vary slightly from actual vinyl supplied. This occurs due to the four colour printing 
process, however every attempt has been made to make them as accurate as possible.

Black

Brown

Light Grey OliveCream

Canard Dark Grey

Pepper

Lotus Green

Sky Blue

White

BurgundyRedPoterie

Other colours are available on request


